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	Computers Under Attack: Intruders, Worms and Viruses, 9780201530674 (0201530678), Addison Wesley, 1990

	This book is broken down into 6 parts. The first describes the emergence of a worldwide network of computers, here called Worldnet, and the practices that people have engaged in as a result. The second part describes the problem of electronic breakins. The third part deals with the phenomenon of worms. The fourth part deals with viruses. The fifth part of the book gives a glimpse of the worlds in which hackers live. The final part deals with the social context in which people make ethical and moral interpretations and propose new laws.
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Smart Card Research and Advanced Applications: 17th International Conference, CARDIS 2018, Montpellier, France, November 12–14, 2018, Revised Selected ... (Lecture Notes in Computer Science (11389))Springer, 2019

	
		These proceedings contain the papers selected for presentation at the 17th Smart Card
	
		Research and Advanced Applications Conference (CARDIS 2018), which was held in
	
		Montpellier, France, during November 12–14, 2018, and organized by the Montpellier
	
		Laboratory of Informatics, Robotics and Microelectronics (LIRMM)....


		

A Mediterranean Platter: Meze, Tapas & More to Celebrate Mediterranean Diet Month & BeyondIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	A Mediterranean diet centers around traditional food that people ate in countries around the Mediterranean Sea way back in the sixties. Research led to the discovery that following the healthy way of eating can help prevent heart disease, strokes, and diabetes.

	

	A Mediterranean diet isn't restrictive. It includes eating...


		

Building High Availability Windows Server(TM) 2003 Solutions (Microsoft Windows Server System)Addison Wesley, 2004
This is the definitive resource for every network administrator, consultant, and architect who needs to maximize availability, scalability, and performance in Windows server environments.

Drawing on two decades of Windows server experience, Jeffrey Shapiro and Marcin Policht have written the most...





	

Fortran 90 Handbook: Complete Ansi/Iso Reference (Computing That Works)Intertext Publications, 1992
Contains a complete description of the standard programming language FORTRAN 90, covering all of its features in a format that's easier to read than the standard itself. The book also includes: a chart of command changes from FORTRAN 77 to FORTRAN 90, cross referencing of commands for typical applications from FORTRAN 77 to FORTRAN 90.
...

		

Information Storage and Management: Storing, Managing, and Protecting Digital Information in Classic, Virtualized, and Cloud EnvironmentsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The new edition of a bestseller, now revised and update throughout!


	This new edition of the unparalleled bestseller serves as a full training course all in one and as the world's largest data storage company, EMC is the ideal author for such a critical resource. They cover the components of a storage system and the different...


		

WordPress BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010
Install WordPress and go beyond blogging

WordPress is so flexible that developers are now tapping it to create robust applications for content, contact, and e-mail management. Whether you're a casual blogger or programming pro, this comprehensive guide covers WordPress from the basics through advanced application development.  Learn how...
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